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Lidar Technique for Measuring Ionospheric
Barium Release Ion Density
J. GOREE AND J. S. NEFF

Departmentof Physicsand Astronomy,The Universityof Iowa, Iowa City
An evaluation of the resonant fluorescencelidar technique as a method of measuring ion density
during ionosphericbarium releasesis presented.We find that it is technicallyfeasibleto measureion
densitiesof 103 cm-3 at an altitude of 200 km with a time resolutionof 0.5 s by usinga ground-based
laserand telescope.One applicationof the lidar techniquewould be observationof the critical ionization
velocityeffectat nighttime,without the complicationof solar illumination.Criteria usefulfor evaluating
the feasibilityof other experimentsare presented.

INTRODUCTION

Sounding rocket experiments in the ionosphere are frequently carried out with an explosivecanisterof barium which
detonates, producing a rapidly expanding cloud of metal
atoms. To observe these ionospheric releases,we propose a
remote sensingmethod, lidar.
Often, releasesare carried out to study the Alfv6n critical
ionization velocity (CIV) effect [Haerendel, 1982; Wescott et
al., 1986a]. As the barium cloud expands,it becomesionized
by solar ultraviolet radiation or, if electrons are heated by
waves resulting from a velocity space plasma instability, by
electron impact. This latter effect is the CIV phenomenon
[Newell, 1985]. A threshold for this condition is that the neu-

tral atomvelocityv mustexceedI/c,satisfying
r/mV
c•'/2=
where r/ is an efficiencywhich depends on competing loss
mechanisms[Newell and Tother, 1985] and e• i is the ionization potential of the neutrals.The CIV effecthas been claimed
to account for the results of laboratory experiments; however,
in all but one [Haerendel, 1982] space experiment involving
barium releases,the processwas not observed.
A seriesof such tests in space,called the Condor project
['Wescott et al., 1986a, b; Kelley et al., 1986; Torbert and
Newell, 1986] relied partly upon observation of spontaneous
optical fluorescence
by cameraslocatedon the ground to determine the ion concentration resulting from the explosion of
a shapedcharge of an alkaline Earth, such as barium. This
method of ion detection has two shortcomingsthat are correctedwith the observationtechniqueproposedhere.
The first difficultyis that the releasemust be performedin
the presenceof solar radiation,becauseoptical stimulationin
the visibleis requiredto producethe fluorescence.
If solarUV
radiation is also present,it will ionize the barium. This ioniza-

and detonated at too high an altitude, so that one could not
positively say that UV photoionization did not account for
the ion density that the experimenters observed.
The problem of attempting to observe the CIV processin
presenceof sunlight is quite seriousdue to the complication of
momentum transfer, which Haerendel [1983] explained as fol'

lows.In additionto theenergybalance
thatis usuallytaken •
into consideration
in explaining
CIV effect,one mustalso
consider the momentum

balance.

Ionization

of fast neutrals

(by any mechanism) produces fast barium ions which lose
momentum to the ambient plasma. This causesthe rest frame
of the ambient plasma to accelerateto a velocity nearer that of
the fast barium neutrals. The free energy available to ionize
the neutrals through the CIV effect is thus diminished.In the
presenceof a strong external source of ionization such as
photoionization, the CIV processmay be entirely suppressed.
Thus it is imperative to perform a CIV experiment under
conditions where UV photoionization cannot take place. (We
should note, however, that Goertz et al. [1985] also studied
the momentum coupling processand found this problem to be
less severe.)

The seconddifficulty of relying on passivefluorescencefrom
the ions is that the optical signal representsa column average,
along the line of sight, of the ion emissivity.The spatial resolu-

ß

tion is thussomewhat
limitedif onlyoneobservation
siteis
used.With severalsitesbetter resultscan be obtained,:
butß

onlyif theweather
isfineat eachofthemandif all theremøte

cameras
function
correctly.

• •

LIDAR PRINCIPLES

The two difficultiesoutlinedabovemay be avoidedby using
an activeremotesensingtechniquecalledlidar. A pulsex/laser
tion adds to the ionization due to the CIV effect; thus the located on the ground is fired into the ionosphere,where:the
method of measurementinterfers with the experiment unless beam is partly absorbedby the ions. Fluorescencefrom the
the UV componentof the sunlightcan be blocked.The Star of ions is then detected by a telescopelocated on the ground
Lima experimenters
attemptedto block the UV by launching near the laser.The magnitudeof the resultingsignalyieldsthe
the bariumjust beforesunriseto an altitude wherethe visible ion density and the delay in receivingit yields the range.
When it is used to observe ions in the laboratory, this
light would graze through the upper atmospherebut the UV
method
is referred to as laser-induced fluorescence(LIF). This
would be absorbedby the ozone [Wescott et al., 1986a]. Although Haerendel[1982] was able to do this in the Porcupine laboratory techniqueis used routinely to monitor barium ions
experiment,in the Star of Lima test the rocket overperformed in Q machineplasmas[Hill et al., 1983].A tunabledye laseris
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directed through the plasma, and a lens or small telescope
collects the ion fluorescenceand focusesit though an optical
interferencefilter to a photomultiplier tube (PMT) detector.
One thus measuresthe density of ions that are moving with
the velocity that doppler shifts the laser light into resonance
1533
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with the ion's atomic transition. By selecting a laser with a
narrow frequency bandwidth and scanning the laser wavelength, the ion velocity distribution function can be measured.
Alternatively, by selecting a laser with a large bandwidth so
that all ions regardlessof their velocity may absorb the laser
light, the ion density can be measured.
The equipment and principles of lidar are essentiallyidentical to those of LIF. The principal differenceis the distanceR
between the plasma and the telescope.This difference is important in two ways. First, the larger value of R for lidar
allows one to obtain ranging, i.e., spatial resolution. Second,

thelargervalueof R causes
thesignal,whichvariesas I/R e,to
be much smaller for the ionosphericmeasurement.
Atmospheric researchers use lidar to observe the Earth's
natural sodium layer that is found between the altitudes of 80
and 100 km [lnaba, 1976; Gardner and Voelz, 1987]. The laser
is generally pointed upward at the zenith. The laser light is
partially absorbedby the sodium atoms, which have a density

of typically 103 cm-3. The fluorescence
is collectedwith a
telescopeonto a PMT.
A comparison of the sodium layer and a barium release is
instructive.The optical transitionsfor Na and Ba+ are similar.

Here, Po is the laser power, A• representsthe telescopearea,

K' is the opticaltransmission
of the apparatus,T 2 is the twoway atmospherictransmission,n is the number density of the
ions at a range R, and AR = crt/2. The duration of the laser

pulseis rt, b is the branchingratio of fluorescence
from 6P3/2
- 6S•/2,and O'ef
t is theeffectiveabsorption
crosssection.
The
result of (1) is usedto find the photon count rate

•id = rIP•2o/hc

(2)

wherer/is the detector'squantum efficiency.
To estimate rid,consider the parametersthat enter into (1)
and (2). All of them except for trefc can be characterized
straightforwardly. The lidar apparatus will be characterized
typically by K'= 0.2 and r/= 0.15. If a dye laser with 14%
efficiencyis pumped by a 500-mJ excimer laser, with pulses
•:t= 17 ns long, then Po = 4 MW. A low-quality 2.5 m diam-

etertelescope
wouldoffera collecting
areaof A, = 5 m2. The
atmospheric transmission is T = exp (K X), where X = 1 at
the zenith. The extinction of light due to aerosols and Ray-

leighscattering
is modeledby K = ,4 + B2-½,wherethe coefficients A and B vary according to geographic location, time

of year, and most importantly, weather. Using valuestypical

The transitionfrom the groundstateof Na is 3S•/e- 3P3/e, of Iowa City, A = -0.08 and B = --0.013 #m-½,we calculate
with '•0 = 589 nm and an oscillator strengthf--0.65.

For

that the transmission

at ;t = 455.4

nm is T = 0.68. The two-

Ba+,thebesttransition
is 6S•/e--6P3/e,with'•0= 455.4nm

way transmissionthrough the atmosphereis thus reducedto

and f= 0.7. For these two wavelengths,an excimer pumped
dye laser has nearly the sameefficiency.
The four chief differencesin lidar for the sodium layer and a
barium release are (1) the barium release is more localized
transverseto the laser beam, (2) it has a shorter duration, (3) it
has a different velocity distribution, and (4) it is at a higher

T 2 = 0.46.

altitude.

Each of these differences

will make lidar more diffi-

cult for the barium release.The more localized target of gas
meansthat the laser and telescopemust be pointed carefully,
perhapswith the use of a tracking deviceto locate the sounding rocket if it is unguided.This means that the rocket would
have to carry a beacon.The shorter duration will permit less
signal averagingand will require that all the appartus operate
properly at the time of the release.The velocity distribution
function

of the ions must be estimated

in advance to obtain

a

calibrated measurementof their density and to selecta laser
with an appropriate bandwidth. (This effect is manifestedin
the parameter•eff, which is discussed
later.) Due to its higher
altitude, the barium releasewill result in lesssignal,according
to the inverse square law. If one attempts to counteract the

1/Re effectby explodingthe canisterat a lower altitude,then
the barium ions will collide with atmosphericoxygen atoms,
and this will inhibit the CIV effect [Newell and Torbert, 1985].
Despite the four factors mentioned above that make lidar

more difficult for the barium releasethan for the sodium layer,
it is still a practical technique.The equipmentinvolved would
be virtually identical, except that a larger telescopemight be
needed.In fact, if one had an existing lidar setup that was
designedto probe the sodium layer, the laser apparatuscould
be adapted inexpensivelyby changingthe laser dye and interferencefilter and by adjustingthe dye laser grating. The signal
strength would be adequate for many barium experiments,as
shown in the following calculation.
CALCULATION

OF SIGNAL STRENGTH

To predictthe optical power Pr of the signalthat would be

The effectiveabsorptioncrosssection%ff dependsnot only
on the atomic absorptioncrosssection,but also on the optical
bandwidthof the laserlight Aco•and on the ion velocitydistribution functionf•(v).
The laser spectral intensity (power versus frequency) I(co)
will depend on the construction of the dye laser that is used;
typically, it will have a Gaussian dependenceon co.We will
make the approximation that I(co) has a rectangular shape
with a constant value l(coo) for coo- Acot/2< co< coo+
Aco•/2and the value zero otherwise.
To compute an estimate of O'eff,considerthe laser power
absorbedper unit volume, dW/dt. In terms of the crosssection

O'eff,
dW/dt= hcon•,nni½7effc
, wherenvnand ni are the number
densitiesof photons and ions, and c is the speedof light. The
photon density is eliminated by consideringthat l(co0)Acot
=

hconphc.
Thisyields
dW/dt = l(coo)Acotniaef
f

(3)

Here, the laser light power per unit area per unit frequencyis
/(co),and coo= 2zrc/20is the atomic transition resonancefrequency.

Now, from a semiclassicalatomic physicsmodel I-Derntroder, 1982], the absorbedpower densityis also
dW/dt =

0t(co)l(co)
dco

(4)

neglectingdoppler broadening. The absorption coefficient0tis
modeled by a Lorentzian,

e'•

ni•

f•

•Z(co)
--2eome
;tcoo
(to--coo)
2+(y/2)
2

(5)

wherefis the oscillator strength.
To take into account doppler effects, co is replaced by
co- kv on the right-hand side in (5), and (4) is generalizedto

received,considerthe lidar equation [lnaba, 1976]'

Pr = PoA•K'T2n(R)ARbaeff/4rtR
2

(1)

dW/dt =

•(co-- kv)l(co)fi(v
) dcodv
d-•c

dO

(6)
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TABLE

1.

Parameters Used in Calculating Photon Count Rate
Parameter

Value

A0
P0

455.4 nm
4 MW

Ar

5 m2

K'

0.2

•/

0.15

T2

0.46

ni

103cm-3

rt

17 ns

b

0.74

R

200 km

A•,

6 km/s

N

50 pulses

Assume now that the barium
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The signalis averagedover a finite amount of time, and a
finite numberof photonsare thus counted.The PMT signalis
registeredon a devicecalleda range-gatedphoton counter.In
this instrument, photons are counted in several sequential
bins. The delay of the bin with respectto the time the laser
firescorresponds
to the range.The width of the bin determines
the range resolution.For example,if the bin width is 10 # s,
the range resolutionwill be 1.5 km. For the count rate rid =
3.3 x 105 s-1 that was found above, an average of 3 photons
would be counted in each bin for a single laser pulse. The

singlepulseSNR due to the photon statisticswould thus be
approximately 2.

release results in an ion veloci-

ty distribution function characterized by a width Av, which
correspondsto a doppler width Acod = 2nAy/;.o. For example,

For comparison,considerthe steadystate SNR. It is determined by two sourcesof noise' skylight and detector shot
noise.The telescopemust be adjustedto view only the area of
the sky illuminatedby the laser,and not any more, in order to
minimize this effect. We will assumethat the telescopereceives
a solid angle correspondingto a 1-km diameter spot at range
of 200 km. Also, we assumethe interferencefilter bandwidth is

if Av = 6 km/s,thenAco
d= 8 x 10TMrad/s.If theexperimenter 0.5 nm, and the parameterslisted in Table 1, including the

knows in advance the value of Av, then a laser grating can be

chosen so that Aco•• Acod to yield the largest possiblelidar
signal. To model the distribution function, a rectangular shape
matching that of l(co) can be used. Doing this, and approximating •(co- kv) as a delta function (which is appropriate
becausecoo >>Aco•>>7), then (6) becomes
dW/dt = l(coo)nif-2c%me

(7)

Combining (3) and (7) yields
•e 2

(8)

Using the choiceAcot • Acod, the estimateof Gelf in (8) becomes

;.o
e2
1
ITeff
=f 4c%m
eAv

(9)

The result expressedby (9) assumesthat the experimenterhas
tuned the laser light frequency to the resonant frequency of
the ion coo,correctedby the doppler shift due to the velocity
of the rocket and the velocity of the gas from the exploding
shaped charge. The approximations made in deriving (9), especially the models chosen for f•(v) and l(co), will make our
result different from that of an actual specificexperiment. The
experimenter can use the expressionspresented above and
enter the specificparameters that apply to his or her experiment. With this caveat in mind, let us assume Av = 6 km/s in
a barium release.This yields an effective absorption cross sec-

tionof O'ef
f = 1.4x 10-16m2.
Using the above result in (1) and (2), with the parameters
that have been presented above and also in Table 1, the

photoncountrateridwill be 3.3 x 105s-•. Thisis our signal.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE

RATIO

nighttime
theskylightnoisewill thenbe 103s-•. Thedetector
shot noise will be only 10 s-1 if the PMT is cooled.The
skylightnoiseis the greaterof two. Using its value,we find
that the steadystateSNR will be approximately330, whichis
greaterthan the steadystateSNR foundabove.Photon statistics,and not skylightor detectornoise,will thus dominatethe
noiseenteringinto the overall SNR.
The statisticsare improvedby averagingover multiple laser

pulses.This is done at the expenseof range and temporal
resolution.To weighthe benefitsof signalaveragingsensibly,

1

aeff =f •
2C•om
e Acot

systemtransmissionK' and detectorefficiencyr/. At zenith at

we must consider the resolution that would be required to
observe the barium release. Since the CIV process occurs on a

time scaleof approximately10 s, a temporalresolutionof 0.5 s
would offer adequateobservationof the developmentof the
release.An excimer-pumpeddye laser can fire 100 pulses/s.
One would thus average over 50 pulsesand count an average
of 165 photonsper bin. The corresponding
statisticalnoiseof
(165)1/2 photonswould yield an overall SNR of 13. In other
words, the error bars in the measurementof n• would be 8%.
This noiselevel should be acceptablefor a CIV experiment.
In addition to the random errors analyzed above, systematic errors must be consideredin fielding the lidar apparatus.
Two factors which could be dealt with successfully,exactly as
one doeswith sodiumlayer lidar, are the value of laser power
P0, which can be measuredaccuratelywith a calorimeter,and
the detector system efficiencyrlK', which can be calibrated at
the site by Rayleigh or Raman scattering on the atmosphere.
A greater problem may lie in the estimate of the ion velocity
distribution function, which enters into the calculation of O'er
f.
This must be known in advance of the experiment in order to
set up the laser and to determine the absolute magnitude of
the ion density from the data. A distribution function can be
produced by numerical particle simulation if experimental
data is not available.

Provided

that this estimate

can be made

accurately, then systematic errors may be less than the
To show that this signal is adequate, we must do two
random errors. In that case, the ion density measurement can
things. First, we should compare it to the count rate for the
be made with an accuracynear the 8% level found above. If a
noise to find an estimate of the steady state signal-to-noise
different set of parameters applies to an experiment, then the
ratio (SNR). Second,we must consider that the signal is intecriteria presented above can be used to compute the signal
grated over a limited duration of time; therefore only a finite
strengthand the sizeof the error bars.
number of photons will be collected,and the statisticalfluctuEXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
ations in this quantity must be considered.The latter effect
will turn out to be the dominant source of noise and will thus
The most likely configuration that the experimenter would
determine the overall SNR.
choosewould have both the laser and the telescopelocated on
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the ground. The signal strength and noise levels presentedin
the last two sectionswere calculated for this arrangement.
One might also considerusing a smaller telescopeand installing it in an instrumentation package that is flown on the
same sounding rocket as the barium charge. The laser, however, must be located on the ground becausethe weight and
electricalpower consumptionare both much to large for it to
be put aboard a sounding rocket. (The only space vehicle
likely to offer enough room and electrical power for an
excimer-pumped
dye laser would be NASA's proposedspace

methodwouldproduceplotsof theion densityversusrange,
and these plots would be updated at intervals of 0.5 s. The
parameters presented here result in 8% error bars in a

measurementof ion densitywith range resolutionof 1.5 km.

We alsopresentcriteriausefulfor an experimenter
to predict
the signaland noiselevelsfor experiments
havingotherparameters.
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